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1. INTRODUCTION
The Newtonian heating (NH) is the process in which internal resistance is negligible as compared to surface resistance. Also, it is frequently named as conjugate convective
flow. Merkin1 was the first to mention this principle in
conjugate convection flow in 1994. This concept is used in
conjugate heat conveyance around fins, petroleum industry,
and heat exchanger designing. Recently, The NH effect on
a liquid stream initiated by a sheet was swotted by Raju
et al.2 The Eyring-Powell model was utilized by Qayyum
et al.3 to confer the radiative flow of nanofluid past a
stretching sheet. Mabood et al.4 elucidated the features of
NH in stream of second-grade fluid. Madhukesh et al.5
explicated the NH impact on hybrid nanofluid flow initiated by a coiled stretchy sheet.
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Nanoliquids are the suspension of nanoparticles in base
liquids. Research on these fluids has established a lot of
consideration in modern times due to their remarkable
usages in engineering, science and technology such as
automotive and industrial cooling, cancer treatment, production of new oils and shock absorbers. Initially, the concept of nanoparticle suspension in a fluid was discussed
by choi.6 Later, a new model was developed on nanoliquid
by Buongiorno,7 who discussed the Brownian movement
and thermophoresis for the distribution of nanoparticles in
liquid dispersal. These effects are vital factors in mass and
heat transport issues. On taking account of the Buongiorno
model, several researchers have examined the different
approaches of fluid stream on different surfaces. Irfan
et al.8 swotted the radiative flow of Carreau nanofluid.
Jayadevamurthy et al.9 swotted the hybrid nanofluid stream
past a poignant disk by using Buongiorno model. Rafiq
et al.10 pondered the activation energy impact on Maxwell
liquid flow by using Buongiorno model. By using the
above-mentioned model, Irfan11 elucidated the convective
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The applications of fluid flow with Newtonian heating effect include conjugate heat conveyance around fins,
petroleum industry, and heat exchangers designing. Motivated from these applications, an attempt has been
made to analyze the stream of viscous nanomaterial subjected to a curved stretching sheet. Also, heat and
mass transport mechanism due to a chemical reaction, Brownian and thermophoresis motion are discussed.
The equations of the mathematical model are formulated by considering the Newtonian heating and Stefan
blowing conditions at the boundary. These modelled equations are then changed to a system of nonlinear
equation involving ordinary derivatives of a function by means of suitable similarity transformations. Further,
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shooting technique with Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg-45
to solve
the reduced equations. Outcomes
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reaction rate parameter deteriorates the concentration
The rise in Schmidt number and thermophoresis parameter drops the mass transfer rate. The increased values of Newtonian heating parameter with respect
to thermophoresis parameter decays the heat transport rate.
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stream of Carreau liquid with suspended nanoparticles.
curvilinear coordinates r s, which defines the orientaIrfan et al.12 clarified the stream of Oldroyd-B fluid by
tion of the curved surface. The sheet is stretched with the
using Buongiorno model. The implication of the Stefan
velocity uw s = as, along the s-direction with r-direction
blowing (SB) in stream arises since the evaporation can
normal to it as shown in Figure 1. In addition, Brownian
be exaggerated by the fluctuation of temperature, hydromotion, NH, SB and thermophoresis are considered.
dynamic, and substrate. Spalding13 initially discussed the
information of wall blowing which is given in the Stefan
2.1. Model Conditions and Assumptions
problem. Recently, Shukla and rana14 explored the SB on
• Newtonian heating.
nanofluid stream above a sheet. Lund et al.15 illuminated
• Brownian motion and thermophoresis.
the radiative stream of Casson nanoliquid with SB. Ali
• Stefan blowing.
et al.16 expounded the consequences of blowing impact on
• Chemical reaction.
flow of nanofluid. Gowda et al.17 elaborated the stimula• Curved stretching sheet.
tion of SB on ferromagnetic fluid stream with suspended
• Laminar incompressible fluid flow.
nanoparticles.
In the fields of chemical engineering and metallurgy,
2.2. Modelling
studying mass and heat transfer with chemical reacThe governing equations for nanofluid using Buongiorno’s
tions on diverse fluids has become significant. Bestman18
nanofluid model under the above assumptions are as
gave the initial studies of chemical reaction on interface
follow:23–26
u

layer streams. Recently, several researchers scrutinized the
vR + r + R = 0
(1)
chemical reaction effect on diverse liquid stream patterns
r
s
19
through various geometries. Khan et al. deliberate the
1 p
1
chemically reacting cross nanoliquid flow. Ramesh et al.20
=
u2
(2)
typified the chemical response aspects on Carreau liquid
f r
R+r
21
flow on a porous surface. Kumar et al. illustrated the
flow behavior in Casson fluid with suspended nanopartiR
u
vu
1 R p
u
cles. Ramesh22 studied the stream of viscoelastic nanoliqu +
=−
v +
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uid with chemical reaction effect. Many researchers have
f R + r s
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been paying more attention in recent decades to the con u
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−
u
+ f
cepts of streams passing over a curved stretching sheet
2
r
r + R2
(CSS). Sajid et al.23 examined the viscous fluid stream ini
1 u
tiated by a CSS. Hayat et al.24–26 explained the NH, partial
+
(3)
slip and chemical reaction impacts on the different streams
R + r r
of nanoliquid on CSS. Gowda et al.27 examined the nano 2

liquid stream as it passed through a CSS. Kumar et al.28
kf
R
T
1 T
 T
T
described the chemically reactive Casson nanofluid stream
+
u
=
+
v
r
R + r s
Cp f r 2 R + r r
passing through a CSS.
 

 
According to the available literature, research on the
DT T 2
T C
flow of a nanoliquid generated by a CSS with NH and
+
+ DB
r r
T r
chemical reaction effects are extremely rare, and no works
have specifically discussed the consequences of SB on
(4)
CSS using the Buongiorno model. It is commonly known
that there are a variety of ways that could be well 2

C
R
C
1 C
 C
considered in order to describe a few suitable answers for
v
+
u
= DB
+
r
r + R s
r 2 R + r r
this type of problem. However, no numerical solution for


second-grade liquid stream with the stimulation of SB over
DT
1 T  2 T
+ 2
+
a CSS has been examined previously. This research gap
T R + r r
r
prompted us to use a numerical technique and a shoot(5)
− kr C − C 
ing system to inspect the effects of significant variables on
the flow characteristics of nanomaterial liquid within the
The suitable boundary constraints for the existing flow
boundary.
problems are (Refs. [5] and [16]):
 
DB
C
2. DESCRIPTION AND MODEL
u = uw s = as v = −

1 − Cw  r
DEVELOPMENT
(6)
Consider the viscous nanomaterial flow subjected to a
T
= hs T NH C = Cw at r = 0
−
CSS. The radius R of the curved surface along with the
r
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Flow geometry.

Fig. 1.

u
→ 0 T → T 
r
C → C as r → 

u → 0

(7)

The similarity transformations are used in the modelling:

−R
a
=
r v =
a f f  
r +R
f
u = asf   

 =

 =

C − C
Cw − C

f

f

f

C − C
= w

Equation (1) is automatically fulfilled. The remaining
1 − C

abridged equations are given by:
Cp f f
kr
f
f
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The following are the reduced boundary conditions:


f 0 =
+
Sc


f   = 0



0

(12)

0 = −1 + 0
f   = 0

f  0 = 1
0 = 1

 = 0

A well-organized Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg approach is used
to integrate the reduced equations Eqs. (8)–(11) and suitable boundary conditions Eqs. (12)–(13) for a variety of
values of key governing parameters. Single order differential equations are used to solve two-point boundary value
problems. In addition, the shooting method is utilized to
guess the missing initial constraints. Later, the resultant
one is integrated by employing RKF-45 method. Here, the
procedure routines an RKF-45 scheme. The RKF-45 algorithm is as follow:
k0 = F xk  yk 

 = 0
(13)
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3. NUMERICAL METHOD

k1 = F xk + 025h yk + 025hk0
k2 = F xk + 0375h yk + h009375k0 + 028125k1
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T

Pressure P   is eliminated from the Eqs. (8)–(9) and are
given by:
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Table I. Assessment table of −f  0 + 1/f 0 for some reduced cases.

23

Sajid et al.
Abbas et al.29
Present results

200

100

50

40

30

20

0.99356
1.00356
1.0125

0.98704
1.00704
1.0099

0.97405
1.01405
1.0094

0.96759
1.01759
1.0075

0.95686
1.02353
1.0052

0.93561
1.03561
1.0032

k3 = F xk + 092307h
yk + h087938k0 − 327719k1 + 332089k2
k4 = F xk + h
yk + h203240k0 − 8k1 + 717348k2 − 020589k3

h
k5 = F xk +  yk − 029629hk0 + 2hk1
2



− 138167hk2 + 045297hk3 − 0275hk4

CSS with the effects of Brownian movement and thermophoresis. In this sector, we examined the performance
of involved parameters on flow, thermal and concentration
gradients. Also, the friction force, mass and heat transference rates are conferred explicitly. The Prandtl number is set to be constant in this study, while the other
parameters are increased to inspect their properties on
flow, mass and heat transport. Figure 2 exposes the provocation of  on f   . Here, upsurge in  upsurges the
f   . Actually, the boost up values of  motives for
the curved surface larger radius and fluid passages faster

ARTICLE

yk+1 = yk + 011574hk0 + 054892hk2
+ 053467hk3 − 02hk4 
yk+1 = yk + 011851hk0 + 051898hk2
+ 050613hk3 − 018hk4 + 003636hk5
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qualified present work with observations reported by Sajid
et al.23 and Abbas et al.29

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A key feature of the present paper is to analyze the NH
and SB on the distribution of nanomaterial liquid over a

Fig. 3. Power of  on f  .

Fig. 2. Power of  on f  .

Fig. 4. Power of  on .
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Fig. 5.
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Power of Sc on .

Fig. 8.

Power of  on .

Fig. 7.

Power of  on Cf s Re1/2 versus .

Fig. 9.

Power of Sc on N us Re−1/2 versus Nt .
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across the sheet. Consequently, enrichment in  upsurges
the f   . The control of  on f    is represented in
Figure 3. The upward values of  escalates the f   .
The sway of  on  is demonstrated in Figure 4. The
boom in  deteriorations the  . Physically, a gain in
 improves the heat transfer coefficients which augment
the  . Figure 5 clarifies the feature of Sc on  .
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upward
of Sc declines concentration gradient.
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Schmidt number is a dimensionless number that describes
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the relationship between mass and momentum diffusivities
in a liquid flow. The smallest Sc refers to the highest concentration of nanoparticles. Figure 6 establishes the sway
of  on mass transference. The improvement in  drops
the  . Materially, a destructive impact is found with
sturdier chemical reactions, which degrades the catalyst.
As a consequence, the mass transference declines. Figure 7
illustrates the significance of  on Cf s Re1/2 versus . The

Fig. 6.
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Power of Sc on Shs Re−1/2 versus Nt .
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inclination in  upsurges the profile of Cf s Re1/2 . The variation in Shs Re−1/2 with impact of Sc with respect to Nt is
demonstrated in Figure 8. The increased Sc advances the
Shs Re−1/2 . The leverage of  on N us Re−1/2 versus Nt is
exemplified in Figure 9. Here, gain in  deteriorations the
heat transference rate. Further, Nusselt number declines
for inclining Nt .
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Sc
Cp f
 

Schmidt number
Specific heat capacitance of liquid
Dimensionless temperature profile
Ratio of the effective heat capacity
  Non-dimensional concentration profile
f Dynamic viscosity
 Chemical reaction rate parameter
T Ambient temperature
R Distance
5. CONCLUSIONS
p Pressure
The model is considered for the flow of viscous nanoDB Brownian diffusion coefficient
material with chemical reaction over a CSS by means
f Density of liquid
of Buongiorno model. Additionally, NH and SB condi1 Relaxation time of heat flux.
tions are considered at the boundary. The curvilinear coorr s Coordinates
dinates system is used for mathematical modelling. The
Res Local Reynolds number
present investigation is a theoretical study that contributes
to the use of technology in a stretch-farming machine
Kinematic viscosity
f
with curved jaws. The significant decisions of the existing
T Temperature
inspection are as follow:
a Stretching constant
• The upsurge in  intensifies the velocity profile due to
Nb Brownian motion parameter
faster movement of liquid along the curved sheet.
DT Thermophoresis diffusion co-efficient
• The velocity gradient is improved by the inclination in
 Stefan blowing parameter
.
Bi Biot number
• The improving of  declines the .
 Newtonian heating parameter
• The intensifying values of Sc and  drops the mass
Tw Surface temperature
transfer.
Cw Surface concentration
the heat transference
• The augmented  and Nt decays
IP: 192.168.39.210
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Thermal
conductivity
kf 2021
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rate.
Nusselt
number
N
u
s
Delivered
• The increased values of Nt and Sc decays the
rate of by Ingenta
Nt Thermophoresis parameter
mass transfer.
C Ambient concentration.
It’s critical to learn how to build connections of
stream, mass and heat transference characteristics for
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